
measured and modeled wave overtopping on a natural beach  

Abstract 

The rate of wave overtopping of a barrier beach is measured and modeled. Unique rate of 
wave overtopping field data are obtained from the measure of the Carmel River, California, 
lagoon filling during a time when the lagoon is closed -off with no river inflow. Volume 
changes are based on measured lagoon height changes applied to a measured hypsometric 
curve. Wave heights and periods are obtained from directional wave spectra data in 15  m 
fronting the beach. Beach morphology was measured by GPS walking surveys. Three 
empirical overtopping models by Van der Meer and Janssen (1995), Hedges and Reis (1998) 
and Pullen et al. (2007) with differing parameterizations on wave height, period and beach 
slope and calibrated using extensive laboratory data obtained over plane, impermeable 
beaches are applied in a quasi-2D manner and compared with the field observations. Three 
overtopping events are considered when morphology data were available less than 2  weeks 
prior to the event. The models are tuned to fit the data usin g a reduction factor to account for 
beach permeability, berm characteristics, non-normal wave incidence and surface roughness 
influence. In addition, the run-up model by Stockdon et al. (2006) based on field data is 
examined and found to underestimate run-up as the calculated values were too small to 
predict any of the observed overtopping. The three overtopping models performed similarly 
well with values of 0.72 0.87 for the two narrow-banded wave cases, with an average 
reduction factor of 0.78. The European model 

 

apprisal of storm beach buffer width for cyclonic waves  

Abstract 

The loss of beach sand from berm and dune due to high waves and surge is a universal 
phenomenon associated with sporadic storm activities. To protect the development in a 
coastal hazard zone, hard structures or coastal setback have been established in many 
countries around the world. In this paper, the requirement of a storm beach buffer, being a 
lesser extent landward comparing with the coastal setback to ensure the safety of 
infrastructures, is numerically assessed using the SBEACH model for three categories of 
wave conditions in terms of storm return period, median sand grain size, berm width, and 
design water level. Two of the key outputs from the numerical calculations, berm retreat and 
bar formation offshore, are then analysed, as well as beach profile change. After having 
performed a series of numerical studies on selected large wave tank (LWT) test results with 
monochromatic waves using SBEACH, we may conclude that: (1) Berm erosion increases 
and submerged bar develops further offshore as the storm return period increases for beach 
with a specific sand grain size, or as the sand grain reduces on a beach under the action of 
identical wave condition; (2) Higher storm waves yield a large bar to form quicker and 
subsequently cause wave breaking on the bar crest, which can reduce the wave energy and 
limit the extent of the eroding berm; (3) A larger buffer width is required for a beach 
comprising small sand grain, in order to effectively absorb storm wave energy; and (4) 
Empirical relationships can be tentatively proposed to estimate the storm beach buffer width, 
from the input of wave conditions and sediment grain size. These results would benefit a 
beach nourishment project for shore protection or design of a recreational beach  

 


